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bstract

tatic and dynamic indentation experiments are conducted on sapphire along the c[0 0 0 1] and a[1 1 2̄ 0] crystallographic axes to determine the
oading rate dependence on its mechanical response. Static hardness is measured using a conventional Vickers tester while the dynamic hardness
s measured using a custom test fixture based on split Hopkinson pressure bar technique with the capability to produce single indentations at strain
ates of roughly 103 s−1. Static and dynamic hardness values as well as characteristic fracture response for both axes are compared at a range of
ndentation loads. The results indicate that dynamic hardness increases by 10% and 12% over static hardness for basal and prism plane sapphire,
espectively. Observed crack orientations due to indentation of the a- and c-planes are consistent with the expected location of twinning or slip
n the r(0 1 1̄ 2), (1 1̄ 0 2), (1̄ 0 1 2) and c(0 0 0 1) planes for both static and dynamic indentations. Prism slip is also suspected to interact with
hombohedral twinning systems to create a weakened zone oriented along the c-axis. Static indentations yielded well defined crystallographically
riented cracks with repeated directional switchbacks indicating a zone of competition between the two crack systems. Dynamic indentations, on

he other hand, resulted in shorter and less jagged cracks accompanied by increased localized spalling beneath each indentation site as compared
o the static indentations. This mode of fracture would suggest a shift in energy dissipation mechanism from crystal axis oriented long crack
ropagation under static loading to micro cracking that is independent of crystallographic orientation under higher strain rate events.

2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Sapphire, a single crystal form of pure aluminum oxide
Al2O3), is a leading candidate material for many extreme
nvironment optical applications including protective shields,
round and air vehicle windows, optical lenses exposed to
arsh environments and transparent armor1–3 due to its excel-
ent mechanical properties, optical transparency, IR transmission
nd commercial availability. Common industrial techniques
sed to grow sapphire crystals include Vernouilli, Czochralski,
yropoulos, gradient solidification method (GSM), heat-

xchanger method (HEM) and edge defined film fed growth
EFG). Each method is able to produce crystals of different ori-

ntations, sizes and qualities. A comprehensive review of the
istory of sapphire crystal growth and a comparison of methods
s presented by Harris.4
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Sapphire, however, has a hexagonal–scalenohedral crystal
tructure resulting in anisotropic material behavior that is highly
ependent on crystal orientation. Sapphire is most commonly
anufactured in c(0 0 0 1), m(1 0 1̄ 0), a(1 1 2̄ 0) and r(1 1̄ 0 2)

urface orientations. Mechanical, thermal, electrical and optical
roperties are widely reported to vary depending on axis orien-
ation. For example, hardness, Young’s modulus, shear modulus
nd thermal conductivity are highest perpendicular to the c-axis,
hile tensile strength, flexural strength and dielectric constant

re highest parallel to the c-axis.5,6 It is also interesting to note
hat a significant loss in compressive strength occurs at elevated
emperatures, most notably when the compressive stress is paral-
el to the c-axis.7 This is found to be a result of reduced resolved
hear stress required to activate rhombohedral twinning.8 In
ddition, optical birefringence or double refraction occurs along
ll axes except for the c-axis.6 Therefore, the c-axis is optically
nique and is often referred to as the optical axis.6,9
An important application of sapphire is as a strike face
aterial in transparent armor. Since the pioneering work of
ilkins et al.,10–15 it has been known that dynamic mate-

ial characterization and an understanding of the relationships

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2011.03.006
mailto:subhash@ufl.edu
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Table 1
Mechanical properties of sapphire at 25 ◦C.6

Parallel to c-axis Perpendicular to c-axis

Density (g/cm3) 3.97
Young’s modulus (GPa) 435 386
Shear modulus (GPa) 175 145
Poisson’s ratio 0.25–0.30 (orientation dependant)
Biaxial flexural strength (MPa) 1035 760
Compressive strength (GPa) 1.97 2
Tensile strength (GPa) 0.432 0.302
Vickers hardness (GPa)—10 N 17.4 15.6
K
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etween competing mechanisms are paramount for ceramic
rmor design. The notion that hardness and fracture toughness
re the most relevant material parameters that limit the ballistic
trength of ceramics was first proposed by Woodward,16 who
oticed that hardness was important to blunt a projectile but
racture reduced the ballistic strength of ceramics. LaSalvia17

ater presented the notion that hardness can estimate the per-
ormance potential of a ceramic while fracture toughness is a
imiting measure that determines the ability to meet that poten-
ial.

More recently, Krell and Straßburger18 presented a hierar-
hy of key influences governing ballistic strength of transparent
eramics. They postulated that the initial phase during ballis-
ic impact, termed dwell phase19,20 was governed by dynamic
tiffness and that the latter phase or penetration phase,21 is gov-
rned by the inertial impedance which is based on the mode of
ragmentation and hardness. In this study it was suggested that
ardness should be replaced by a dynamic measure (e.g. Hugo-
iot elastic limit) although due to a linear correlation present
etween static hardness and HEL measurements, the more easily
easurable static hardness was employed.
Kanel et al.22,23 conducted extensive research on shock load-

ng of sapphire along several crystal axes to determine the
ugoniot elastic limit (HEL), defined as the dynamic com-
ressive strength under uniaxial strain loading, using flyer plate
xperiments. While this testing reveals the rate dependant behav-
or of sapphire strength, it does not provide insight into the strain
ate effect on hardness and the mode of indentation fracture
nder dynamic loads. Dynamic indentation experiments24–27

n the other hand can provide such information. Variants of
hese experiments have been successfully employed to provide
nsight into the strain rate dependence of several crystalline

aterials.28–32 In this manuscript we will provide a comparative

nalysis of hardness as well as fracture initiation and propaga-
ion characteristics of a- and c-plane sapphire under static and
ynamic indentations.

o

i
t

Fig. 1. Schematic of the orientation of a-plane sapphir
IC (MPa m1/2)1 4.5 2.43

. Experimental procedure

Square tiles of dimensions 76 mm × 76 mm × 7.6 mm of
-plane sapphire were obtained from Saint Gobain Crystals,
ilford, NH. These tiles were grown using the edge defined film-

ed growth (EFG) process.33 Table 1 provides basic material
roperties.6 Fig. 1 is an illustration of the sample tiles indicat-
ng the dimensions and crystallographic orientation.5 Several
mm cube samples were then cut from the tile exposing both a
nd c surfaces. Both a and c surface samples were then ground
nd polished to remove all visually distracting surface scratches
reated by the manufacturing or cutting process using progres-
ively finer silicon carbide grinding media (320, 400, 600, 800
nd 1200 grit) followed by diamond paste polishing medium (6,
and 0.5 �m). The quality of the resulting polished surface was

valuated visually under an optical microscope at 100× magnifi-
ation. Several static indentations were made on both the a- and
-planes of the test samples using a Vickers indenter (Wilson®

nstruments Tukon® 2100B) with indentation loads in the range
f 0.5–19.6 N (0.05–2 kg).
Dynamic indentation testing was conducted using a dynamic
ndentation hardness tester (DIHT).24–27 A schematic and pic-
ure of the test apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. This testing

e crystal tile supplied by Saint-Gobain crystals.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of dyna

echnique is based on a modified split Hopkinson pressure bar
SHPB) setup which is able to generate a single Vickers indenta-
ion with a loading duration of approximately 50–200 �s.34 This
s accomplished by acceleration of a striker bar by a pneumatic
ressure gun towards a flanged incident bar. The incident bar
as a Vickers indenter press fit to one end and a momentum trap
n the impact end. The test specimen was positioned between
he Vickers indenter and a load cell which is anchored to a rigid
upport. No gap was allowed between the Vickers tip and the
pecimen test surface. The striker bar impact onto the incident
ar creates an elastic compressive pulse followed by a tensile
ave (from the momentum trap) both of which travel the length
f the incident bar towards the indenter end. The compressive
ulse causes a single indentation on the test sample and the ten-
ile pulse retracts the Vickers tip away from the test specimen.
oth of these pulses reverse in sign and travel back towards

he impact end where the reflected tensile pulse is captured by
he momentum trap and the reflected compressive wave reflects
ack again as a tensile wave traveling towards the indenter tip.
his wave travels back and forth in the bar as a tensile wave

owards the indenter tip and as a compressive wave traveling
owards the impact end. Thus, all of the tensile waves travel-
ng towards the indenter cause the indenter tip to retract away
rom the specimen.24,34 The time-based indentation load signal
s captured using a high frequency load cell and a digital oscil-
oscope. Unlike the static indentation, the load of the dynamic
ndenter cannot be precisely set due to the slight variations in the
elocity of the striker bar as it travels through the gas gun (i.e.
rictional effects). Therefore, a minimum of 50 indentations was
onducted at room temperature on each test specimen to insure a
aried load range. Hardness values were calculated based on the
easured indentation diagonal lengths and the measured load.
rack lengths and crack orientations were measured for both

tatic and dynamic indentations using an optical microscope.

he measurements were then compared to assess the strain rate
ffect on hardness and crack lengths for both orientations of
apphire.

e
f
p
I

dentation hardness tester.

It should be noted that the convention used to measure and
nnotate crack lengths differs slightly for sapphire due to the
ature of crystallographically aligned crack systems. Tradition-
lly, radial crack length “2c” is defined as the distance between
he two opposing crack tips originating from the opposing Vick-
rs indentation corners.35 In the case of indentation on sapphire,
orner cracks do not appear, instead cracks initiate preferentially
long specific crystallographic planes irrespective of indenta-
ion corner location. Therefore, for the purposes of this study
he crack length “2c” is simply defined as the distance between
wo opposing crack tips oriented along the same crystallographic
lane. These cracks may or may not emanate from the corners of
he indentation but will always propagate along predetermined
rystallographically oriented directions.

. Results and discussion

.1. Static and dynamic indentation hardness

The static and dynamic hardness values for a- and c-plane
apphire as a function of indentation load are provided in Fig. 3.
he static hardness values are reported as the average of at least
0 indentations at each load while the dynamic hardness values
re shown as individual data points. The data for both surfaces
as curve fit in Fig. 3(c) as per Meyer’s law36:

= Adn,

here P is the indentation load, d is the indentation diagonal,
is the Meyer’s prefactor and n is the Meyer exponent. Both

apphire orientations demonstrated a noticeable indentation size
ffect (ISE) with the c-plane being more pronounced than the
-plane. When the data is plotted in the Meyer’s law format
his difference in ISE between the planes can be numerically

stablished. The Meyer exponent, a measure of the ISE, was
ound to range from 1.81 for a-plane configurations to 1.84 for c-
lane configurations. These values were consistent with previous
SE studies of single crystal oxides.37,38
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ig. 3. Static and dynamic hardness trends as a function of indentation load for

Both a- and c-plane sapphire demonstrated an increase
n hardness under dynamic indentation. The c-plane sapphire
ielded a slightly higher increase (12% versus a 10%) than for
-plane sapphire. These results are similar to earlier reports
f dynamic indentation on polycrystalline alumina.28 These
esults are also consistent with Tymiak et al.32 who reported
n increase in yield point of a- and c-plane orientations with
ncreased loading rates. It is also interesting to compare the
reater strain rate sensitivity of the c-plane sapphire to the find-
ngs of Kanel,22,23 who reported the largest increase (51%)
n the HEL response with increased impact velocity for sap-
hire along the c-axis as compared to only 47% along the
-axis. The results demonstrate a correlation of the rate sen-

itivity of hardness with published HEL values and could
e considered when utilizing sapphire for ballistic applica-
ions.

The measured indentation hardness did not seem to be
ependent on the orientation of the Vickers indenter tip with
espect to sapphire crystal orientation. This result was incon-
istent with earlier findings of anisotropy in Knoop hardness
n sapphire basal plane.39 It is, however, acknowledged that
nisotropy exists on sapphire basal plane. The discrepancy
s believed to be due to the fact that Vickers hardness is
alculated based on an average of two equal length inden-
er diagonals while Knoop hardness is calculated purely by
he length of the long diagonal. It is, therefore, expected

hat the anisotropic response is averaged out during Vickers
ardness calculations while it is captured during Knoop cal-
ulations.

s
t
1

1 2 0) sapphire, (b) (0 0 0 1) sapphire and (c) Meyer’s law fit for the above data.

.2. Fracture behavior

As mentioned earlier, the symbiotic relationship between
ardness and fracture behavior is of importance to fully under-
tand the behavior of ceramics under dynamic events such as
allistic impact. In the case of sapphire, indentation creates sur-
ace features and fracture patterns that are unique in appearance
ue to its preferential crystallographic fracture planes, see Fig. 4.
he origin, the evolution and the strain rate sensitivity of these
urface feature patterns have been studied extensively over the
ast 6 decades. The appearance of these unique fracture pat-
erns surrounding an indentation impression in sapphire was
rst reported by Attinger40 who described the appearance of
riented fissure-like cracks. Hockey41 first identified the exis-
ence of basal and rhombohedral micro-twins surrounding the
ndentation impressions on single crystal sapphire but was reluc-
ant to fully attribute twinning mechanisms as the source of
rack formations. Several subsequent indentation studies42–45

erformed on various sapphire orientations reported observa-
ions of basal and rhombohedral twinning as well as basal,
hombohedral, prism and pyramidal slip. Nowak et al.46 first
eveloped an effective resolved shear stress (ERSS) model that
stimated the peak shear stress acting on slip and twinning
ystems and consequently proposed a “T-parameter” which pre-
icted the activation of each slip and twinning systems during
ndentation of a-(1 2̄ 1 0), m-(1 0 1̄ 0) and c-(1 0 0 0) planes of

apphire. For example the peak probability for rhombohedral
winning on the c-plane was predicted at relative angles of 0◦,
20◦ and 240◦ with no experimental correlation presented. The
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vapor deposited TiN coating they reported a relative angle of
122.4◦ between what they asserted as rhombohedral and basal
twinning traces, see Fig. 5. This angle corresponded with the
ig. 4. Fracture patterns due to (a) static and (b) dynamic indentations and (c) th

eak probability of basal twinning on the a-plane was predicted
o occur at relative angles of 90◦ and 270◦ (axisymmetric with
espect to the [0 0 0 1] direction) while the peak probability of
hombohedral twinning on the a-plane to be at relative angles of
0◦, 225◦ and 315◦. Comparisons of predictions of slip and twin-
ing system activation probability were found to poorly correlate
o the experimental observations of cracks and linear surface
eatures on m-plane sapphire.47,48 In fact their experimental
bservations indicated basal twinning rather than rhombohedral
winning to occur at 90◦, 225◦ and 315◦. Additionally, Nowak
t al.46 described the appearance of surface traces on both a-
nd m-prism planes to be essentially the same with only a trivial
0◦ shift in angular positions. Subsequent experimental find-
ngs has demonstrated that the patterns of plastic deformation
re distinctly different between a- and m-plane sapphire.32,49

hese findings were later reinforced by Tymiak and Gerberich50

nd Tymiak et al.51 through analytical RSS modeling and FEA
nalysis. While the modeling efforts of Nowak et al.46 did not
recisely capture all of the observed trends, their pioneering
ork provided a first look at surface orientation effects on pat-

erns of contact-induced plasticity in sapphire. Additionally, the
ignificance of the role of basal and rhombohedral twinning on
ontact induced plasticity in sapphire was predicted.
More recent experimental findings from Kim and Kim49

ttempted to correlate experimentally observed surface traces
o the intersection of sapphire crystal planes. Based on observa-

F
c

ociated dynamic indentation load profile a-plane and (d–f) on c-plane sapphire.

ions of fracture sequence of (1 1 2̄ 0) sapphire with a physical
ig. 5. Schematic of crystal axes projected angles and the relevant preferential
rack systems.
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of growth under increasing loads than the basal cracks (Fig. 8a).
Although this difference is minor it again illustrates the idea of
718 E.J. Haney, G. Subhash / Journal of the Eu

rystallographic intersection of the r-plane (1 1̄ 0 2) with the a-
lane (1 1 2̄ 0) yet did not provide a rationale for the appearance
f this twinning trace over other possible rhombohedral twinning
ystems. Most recently, Haney and Subhash52 provided a com-
rehensive description of basal and rhombohedral crack plane
nteractions due to sequential Vickers indentations on a-plane
apphire.

Modeling efforts by Tymiak and Gerberich50 yielded a
esolved shear stress (RSS) distribution map for all of the
nown slip and twinning systems. The model produced an upper
nd lower bounds for the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS)
equired to activate a given deformation system at room tem-
erature due to indentation. Their modeling provided a good
orrelation with previous experimental observations. In particu-
ar, the earlier findings of Kim and Kim49 was rationalized due
o indications of a higher RSS for the observed rhombohedral
winning system over other possible rhombohedral twinning sys-
ems. Although the results of Tymiak and Gerberich50 correlated
ell with the observations of Kim and Kim49 they expressed a

eluctance to attribute the surface features to twinnings without
EM analysis to confirm.

Static and dynamic indentations on basal (c-plane) and prism
a-plane) plane sapphire, shown in Fig. 4, reveal three distinct
urface features. Static indentations on a-plane (1 1 2̄ 0) sapphire
t loads as low as 1 N (0.1 kg) produced a series of wavy traces
riented perpendicular to the c-axis [0 0 0 1] (images not shown
ere for brievity). The orientations of these traces are consis-
ent with earlier findings from Chan and Lawn,43 Nowak and
akai46 as well as Kim and Kim49 who all identified these fea-

ures as basal twins. With increased load evidence of some crack
ucleation along these traces becomes evident although not all
races result in fracture formation, see Fig. 4(a) and (b). Conse-
uently features identified as cracks following this orientation
re depicted in all subsequent figures as B-cracks. At 2 N (0.2 kg)
oads, a second set of cracks oriented at approximately 51.8◦ rel-
tive to the c-axis or 141.8◦ relative to the B-crack orientation
ppeared. This crack orientation is consistent with the intersec-
ion of the (0 1 1̄ 2) r- and (1 1 2̄ 0) a-planes and is referred to
s R1-crack. With further increase in load a third crack system
referred to as R2-crack) oriented at approximately 38.2◦ rela-
ive to the c-axis or 122.4◦ relative to the B-cracks also appeared.
his orientation is consistent with the intersection of the (1 1̄ 0 2)
- and (1 1 2̄ 0) a-planes. In order to better describe the idea of
xis projection, a three-dimensional schematic illustrating the
rojection of basal and rhombohedral twinning cracks onto the
-plane is shown in Fig. 5. The measured surface orientation
f the B-cracks and the R2-cracks (122.4◦ relative to B-cracks)
ere consistent with the prediction of surface traces of well
efined twins presented by Tymiak and Gerberich50 as well as
im and Kim49 but the R1 feature (141.8◦ relative to the B fea-

ure) was not presented by either studies although Tymiak and
erberich did mention that if other rhombohedral twinning sys-

ems were activated they would appear at 141.8◦ relative to the
features. Although TEM analysis would be needed to pro-
ide unambiguous conclusions as to the origin of the observed
eatures, the measured angles of each feature suggest basal and
hombohedral twinning or slip as the source of fracture. It is

a
h

n Ceramic Society 31 (2011) 1713–1721

lso noted from the crack orientations that these cracks do not
ecessarily initiate from the corners of the Vickers indentation.
his would indicate that the energy required to propagate cracks
long these preferential directions is lower than what is required
o produce radial cracks even with stress concentrations at the
ndenter corners.

Upon closer inspection the B-cracks tended to have a jagged
ppearance shown in the enlarged views of the micrographs
s seen in Fig. 6. The crack front seems to repeatedly switch
etween B-crack and R2-crack directions in a periodic manner.
ventually, the R2 direction dominates and a permanent change

n direction is witnessed. This behavior indicates a competition
etween B and the R2 systems possibly due to a combined effect
f the critical stress differences between crystallographic planes
nd the applied stress field.

It is also interesting to note that both the R1 and R2 rhombo-
edral cracks would bridge between the zones along the c-axis
0 0 0 1] direction while they would not bridge in zones ori-
nted along the m-axis. These zones are identified as “weakened
ones” in Figs. 4a and 6. This tendency to bridge is believed to
e encouraged by prism slip mechanisms which have the high-
st shear stress concentrations in the area oriented along the
-axes per Tymiak and Gerberich’s model.50 With increasing
acroindentation load, this region tends to laterally crack in a
ore severe manner than other regions surrounding the inden-

ation site. This phenomenon creates an inherently weak zone
urrounding the indentation site. In our future work, we will
emonstrate the importance of the presence of this weakened
one during multiple interacting vickers indentation and relate
hese crack systems to multi-hit performance of a sapphire target.

Indentations on c-plane sapphire produced cracks propogat-
ng at angles of 120◦ relative to each other with additional
corner cracks” propagating from the corners of the inden-
er. These crack orientations seem to be consistent with the
ngular separation of peak probability for activation of rhombo-
edral twinning on basal plane sapphire as proposed by Nowak
t al.43–46 Again without TEM analysis it is presumptuous to
tate the exact origins of these cracks.

For both surface orientations, cracks due to dynamic inden-
ation appear in a similar orientation as the those due to static
ndentation but are generally shorter and are accompanied with
n increase in localized spalling underneath the indention, see
ig. 7. The half crack length as a function of indenter diagonal

s shown in Fig. 8. The crack length measurements indicate a
educed crack length as a function of indent size for both orien-
ations under dynamic loading as compared to static loading, yet
ad similar slopes. A 20–30% reduction in long crack length can
e noted under dynamic loads when comparing to static inden-
ations at similar loads. This again reinforces the idea that the
ehavior of sapphire tends to shift from long crack propagation
o localized micro-cracking during high strain rate indentations.

It is also interesting to note that while the B-cracks seemed to
nitiate at a lower load (see Fig. 8b), R1 cracks had a higher rate
crossover of preferential crack systems from basal to rhombo-
edral under increasing loads.
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Fig. 6. Enlarged view of jagged appearance of B cracks during static indentation.

Fig. 7. Increased spalling during dynamic indentation.
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The authors would like to thank Saint Gobain Crystals for
ig. 8. Half-crack length ‘c’ as a function of half diagonal length ‘a’ under sta
-plane sapphire, (c) R1-cracks on c-plane sapphire and (d) trend lines for all th

The hardness and crack length results provided in this
anuscript may have some relevance to sapphire behavior

nder projectile impact. It appears that projectile defeat is more
ikely with a-plane configuration rather than c-plane due to the
ombination of superior hardness and a reduced crack propa-
ation behavior. In addition, although hardness increases under
ynamic conditions for both orientations, the crack length reduc-
ions were accompanied with increased spalling and material
omminution. This shift in fracture behavior demonstrates the
dea that under dynamic conditions, energy is dissipated in a
maller region surrounding the indentation site with a greater
eduction in local material structural adhesion but with a higher
verall structural integrity as cracks are less prone to propa-
ate large distances. This behavior could provide insight into
he mechanisms that control the transition from interface defeat
o penetration in sapphire materials as impact velocity increases.

. Conclusions

Both basal and prism plane sapphire exhibited increased hard-
ess under dynamic indentation and a noticeable indentation size
ffect. Basal plane sapphire was slightly more sensitive to ISE

ith a Meyer’s exponent of 1.85 versus 1.81 for prism plane.
asal plane sapphire was also more sensitive to strain rate hard-
ning effects with a 12% increase in hardness over static versus a
0% increase for prism plane sapphire. The resultant surface pat-

s
a
i

d dynamic indentations for (a) R1-cracks on a-plane sapphire, (b) B-cracks on
a combined.

erns correlate well with previous experimental and analytical
tudies reported elsewhere. Wavy features (B) oriented along
he basal plane are likely due to basal twinning and initiated
t lower loads than other cracks oriented along the rhombohe-
ral planes. The cracks (R1 and R2) that are oriented along the
hombohedral planes are possibly due to rhombohedral twin-
ing or slip and with increased loads emerge as the preferential
racture modes. It was observed that cracks propagating along
he basal plane would alternate between B and R2 crack direc-
ions demonstrating a competing mode of crack propagation and
iffering reactions to applied stress fields. Weakened zones sur-
ounding a-plane indentation sites are located along the c-axis.
rack behavior seemed to shift from long crack propagation

o micro cracking and spalling under dynamic indentations. A
0–30% reduction in crack length was noted under dynamic
onditions. Finally, the fracture mode observed under dynamic
ndentation has been related to the behavior of sapphire under
mpact conditions.
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